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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Complementary techniques have positive impact on decreasing patients’ stress and suffering, since their effects on the body decrease autonomic nervous system activity, responsible for the control of visceral and homeostatic functions essential to life. This study aimed at identifying evidences in the scientific literature with regard to the use of complementary techniques to control cancer patients’ signs and symptoms.

CONTENTS: Literature was reviewed as from LILACS, CINAHL, Cochrane and Medline databases using the descriptors terapia de relaxamento and dor and cancer, Relaxation Therapy and Pain and Cancer, in the period from 2002 to 2013. Eight randomized controlled clinical trials investigating the effects of complementary techniques to control anxiety, pain, fatigue and sleep in oncology were identified. Complementary techniques were beneficial to decrease pain intensity, to improve pain control perception and pain-related fatigue, to decrease anxiety and to improve sleep quality, thus leading to physical improvement.

CONCLUSION: Studies have shown the effectiveness of the technique which, when adequately used, decreases perception of pain, fatigue, sleep, dyspnea and anxiety, thus helping to improve quality of life.
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INTRODUCTION

Complementary therapies are gaining space among therapeutic options in North-American cancer treatment centers. Among the reasons for such acceptance is the immediate positive impact on patients stress and distress, the relative easiness of their application and the provided feeling of control. Several cognitive-behavioral procedures have been used in cancer treatment, more specifically to minimize severe treatment-induced adverse effects, such as: cognitive/attention distraction, hypnosis/guided imagery systematic desensitization, cognitive restructuring and relaxation trainings¹.

Relaxation therapy is an accessible technique which helps the attainment of body/mind balance. Its effects on the body may be easily understood if one considers that there is decreased autonomic nervous system activity, responsible for visceral and homeostatic functions essential to life¹. It has as benefits the improvement of feelings such as distress, pain, tensions, anxiety, heart rate and blood pressure, in addition to promoting energy and sleep.
The Federal Council of Nursing Resolution (COFEN-197/97) establishes and recognizes Complementary Therapies as specialty or qualification of Nursing professionals, provided professionals have finished and being approved by a recognized course by teaching institution or similar entity, with minimum workload of 360 hours. Some simpler complementary practices are used as non-pharmacological treatment and are performed during nursing consultations and taught to patients, thus contributing to cancer patients’ pain control. Based on this assumption, this study aimed at identifying evidences in the scientific literature on the use of complementary techniques to control signs and symptoms of cancer patients.

**CONTENTS**

This is a literature review as from the search of articles in LILACS, CINAHL, Cochrane and Medline databases, using as keywords for the LILACS database: terapia de relaxamento and dor e câncer, and for Medline, CINAHL and Cochrane databases the keywords: relaxation therapy and pain and cancer. Search ended up with 266 articles, however after randomized studies selection criteria, with complementary techniques available in Portuguese, English and Spanish, published between 2003 and 2013, eight studies have remained for evaluation. Articles were characterized by used tools, socioeconomic and clinical characteristics and outcome (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Used tools /Sample</th>
<th>Sociodemographic characteristics</th>
<th>Clinical characteristics</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McChargue et al.</td>
<td>HADS, SES &amp; Karnofsky 113 people. Randomized.</td>
<td>97% were Caucasian; 63% earned more than 40,000 US$; 42.5% high school or college; 69.9% were married.</td>
<td>50.4% of females were in menopause and above weight. Staging: I (29%), II (57%), III (14%).</td>
<td>Adhesion to relaxation technique (58-70%). Sleep disorders, pain and anxiety significantly decreased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwekkeboom et al.</td>
<td>VAS, BPI, PSQI, ASI &amp; Profile of Mood States - short form. 78 participants.</td>
<td>67% females, 100% were not Latin or Hispanic; 96% Caucasian; 60% college.</td>
<td>49% with gynecological cancer; 70% chemotherapy, 98% dizziness, 77% oblivion, 72% dry mouth; 58% opioids, 74% steroids, 86% antiemetics.</td>
<td>Behavioral therapy was used in average 13.65 times. There has been improvement of pain, fatigue and sleep in the intervention group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>SAI, perception of relaxation treatment. Electroencephalogram. 43 patients. Randomized.</td>
<td>Age between 27 and 65 years, mean control group age (MC) 49.3 years and intervention (PMR) 51.3 years.</td>
<td>Fortecortin (MC=21, PMR=20), 39 Granisetron (MC=21, PMR=18), Aprepitant (MC=16, PMR=14).</td>
<td>Both MC and PMR groups have shown significant improvement in physical health and psychological status, such as anxiety. Listening to recorded MC sounds and practice PMR is useful for gynecological cancer patients during chemotherapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demiralp, Oflaz, Komurcu</td>
<td>PSQI, The Piper Fatigue Scale. 27 individuals.</td>
<td>No demographic data of the study.</td>
<td>No clinical data of the study.</td>
<td>PMR intervention group had improved sleep quality and fatigue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haase et al.</td>
<td>VAS 74 randomized patients.</td>
<td>Age 54-76 years, 62% were females.</td>
<td>Staging: I (35%), II (26%), III (30%), 68% had stomas.</td>
<td>79% admitted the benefits of interventions. However both guided image and relaxation had positive responses but without clinical relevance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh et al.</td>
<td>VASD, STAI, measurement of vital signs. 82 randomized patients.</td>
<td>Mean age 63 years, 70% of males in intervention groups. Ages (Mz=16.44). Higher number of males has not completed the study (34%).</td>
<td>No details, just class of drugs used.</td>
<td>Music is more effective for dyspnea and anxiety because it is easier to apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwekkeboom, Wanta &amp; Bumpus</td>
<td>Imaging Ability Questionnaire, Wisconsin Experience Questionnaire, The Outcome Expectancy Scale, The Edmonton Symptom Assessment System. 40 patients</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients admitted for at least 2 days with pain equal to or above 2 in the last 24 hours.</td>
<td>Images, PMR and analgesics may be beneficial to treat acute or episodic pain in some patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwekkeboom et al.</td>
<td>NRS, Perception of therapy used. 26 patients. Randomized.</td>
<td>Age 18 to 72 years (M=43, SD=16); 16 were females, 62% Caucasian; 85% education level above high school.</td>
<td>77% had malignant hematologic disease; 69% received chemotherapy or radiotherapy; somatic pain (69%); 69% used morphine, hydromorphone, fentanyl or methadone.</td>
<td>There have been changes in pain scores: effective intervention influenced by active development during intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- VAS: visual analog scale visual; VASD: visual analog scale for dyspnea; PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; STAI: Spielberger’s state trait anxiety inventory; HADS: hospital anxiety and depression scale; SES: Symptoms Experience Scale; BPI: brief pain inventory; BFI: brief fatigue inventory; ASI: Anderson Symptom Inventory; NRS: numeric rating scale; SAI: State Anxiety Inventory; MC: monochord sounds; PMR: progressive muscle relaxation.
DISCUSSION

Increased people survival justifies the search for non-pharmacological methods providing better quality of life for cancer patients. Studies involve behavioral techniques aiming at relieving symptoms, among them sleep, fatigue, dyspnea and anxiety. Some characteristics of each study are described below.

In a clinical trial aiming at establishing adherence rates to a sleep behavioral therapy and at identifying psychological and physical symptoms in females submitted to chemotherapy for breast cancer, authors have used as intervention: stimulations control, modified sleep restriction, relaxation therapy and sleep hygiene concepts. Several measurement tools were used, which allowed to observe that total adherence rate to the behavioral therapy plan was 51-52% in all four treatment modalities. Sleep disorders, pain and anxiety have significantly improved with the use of techniques during chemotherapy; 58 to 70% of patients have shown more adherence to the relaxation technique. However the number of participants has decreased throughout the research, which may have caused bias.

In a double clinical trial aiming at evaluating the initial efficacy of cognitive-behavioral intervention (CB) for pain, fatigue and sleep, authors have published information about: 1) causes of pain, fatigue and sleep disorders during cancer treatment, 2) expected behavioral effects on symptoms, 3) overview of 12 behavioral therapy strategies used by the study, and 4) individual recommendations about the practice of CB intervention. It was observed that there has been significant difference in decreasing pain and fatigue in the intervention group. Authors have suggested that cognitive-behavioral therapy might not be as effective for sleep disorders as it is for pain and fatigue. However, there has been difference in sleep disorders decrease in the experimental group as compared to control group.

Another strategy was the use of monochord sounds (MC), where authors have investigated, as from both subjective and neurobiological perspectives, the extension of MC therapeutic effects on breast or gynecological cancer patients submitted to chemotherapy and have compared such effects with those obtained with progressive muscle relaxation (PMR).

Patients of both groups had significant physical and mental health improvement. EEG data have shown that MC and PMR groups were associated to posterior theta (3.5-7.5 Hz) increase and midfrontal beta-2 band of activity decrease (20-29.5 Hz) during the final stage of the relaxation treatment. In addition, MC group was associated to decreased alpha band (8-12 Hz) activity as compared to the PMR group. This study has shown that both listening to recorded MC sounds and practicing PMR had positive relaxing effects, decreasing anxiety and promoting well-being. Authors have encouraged other investigators to continue studying monochord sounds applied to oncology aiming at improving patients both physically and psychologically, not only in the clinical context but also in home care.

Another study evaluating sleep has used PMR to promote sleep quality and fatigue levels improvement in breast cancer patients. Data were collected in four moments and each session lasted approximately 25-30 minutes. Results have shown that PMR training has improved sleep and fatigue quality in breast cancer patients under adjuvant chemotherapy. Authors have identified a possible selection bias due to the small sample size. In addition, they have stressed the importance of starting relaxation training before chemotherapy to decrease frequency and severity of sleep and fatigue problems during chemotherapy.

Another technique has used guided imagery, where authors have used tapes with instructions for its execution, aiming at investigating possible differences between guided imagery and PMR in elderly patients in the postoperative period of colon cancer. Patients would receive a tape with 12 minutes of instructions for guided imagery or PMR, being such tapes developed and recorded by an expert. No tape had religious or spiritual references. Patients were randomized in three groups: guided imagery, PMR and control. The guided imagery tape asked patients to stay calm and look for their inner self. Patients were induced to an imaginary trip to a special place where they could feel themselves safe, comfortable and supported, being encouraged to cope and work with anxiety and stress feelings. The PMR tape oriented patients to imagine muscle contraction and relaxation. To increase this sensation, patients were oriented to breathe and feel heat and weight wherever they wished. All tapes had the same soundtrack and had no hypnotic messages, according to authors. The outcome of the study was that both guided imagery and relaxation had positive responses, but had no clinical relevance for the postoperative physiological course of elderly patients submitted to conventional colorectal cancer resection.

Also using the PMR technique, a clinical trial has compared its efficacy with music therapy in patients with chronic obstructive lung disease after acute episodes. Patients could choose the soundtrack and would listen with earphones. Participants were oriented to sit comfortably and concentrate on the song with closed eyes during 30 minutes, twice a day (morning and afternoon). In the PMR technique, patients would sit in equally comfortable chairs and would listen to instructions from a recorded tape about muscle relaxation technique according to the procedure recommended by Bernstein and Borkovec to release tension in 16 major muscle groups. One hypothesis was that music is easy to apply, that is, it would be only necessary to listen, differently from relaxation technique where one has to listen and follow tape instructions.

In a different study, the same authors aimed at evaluating variation of results achieved with PMR and guided imagery among admitted patients with cancer pain, in addition to evaluating the influence of four individual variables (cognitive capacity, expectation of result, previous experience and simultaneous symptoms) in pain relief obtained with each intervention. When comparing means of treatment and control conditions, both PMR and imagery have produced major improvements in pain intensity, pain-related distress and perception of pain control. However, the individual response analysis has shown that only half the patients have obtained significant pain improvement with the intervention. Patients with significant pain improvement with imagery have reported better imagination skills. Authors have emphasized the need for further studies to identify factors which moderate the effects of cognitive-behavioral therapy with regard
to pain and how to handle strategies so that clinicians are able to identify most beneficial approaches to patients.

In addition to the proper use of complementary techniques, there is the need to engage people using them aiming at validating whether the technique will reach expected results. So, authors10 have compared patients' perception, asking them about the factor which could influence the efficacy of guided imagery and PMR interventions. Interviews have shown that participants' perception about treatment effects have changed pain scores. From all respondents, 81% have reported that PMR intervention relieved pain. In general, the perception of PMR efficacy has changed pain in 14 cases (54%) and 16 participants (62%) have referred that guided imagery has relieved pain, what was confirmed by decreased pain scores. Most participants have reported that if both cognitive-behavioral techniques should have lasted longer, it would have been more beneficial.

This review shows the beneficial effects of complementary therapies, but there is the need for further controlled and randomized clinical trials about controlling signs and symptoms in oncology. Advanced cancer symptoms are a subject instigating many professionals, what encourages the search for new answers for evaluation and control. So, health professionals should play their role in controlling pain, sleep, fatigue and anxiety to evaluate, intervene and monitor. Taking into consideration this set of factors which interact with chronic cancer pain is an important step in cancer patients’ care11.

**CONCLUSION**

Scientific evidences point to the benefits of non-pharmacological approaches to control cancer signs and symptoms. Behavioral therapy was effective to decrease pain intensity, pain perception and control, pain-related distress, fatigue, decrease anxiety, increase sleep quality and consequent physical improvement. Professionals may use such techniques in their daily activities at the office, hospitals and home care. In addition, its advantages are low cost, unnecessary use of technological resources and the easiness of being applicable by any qualified health professional.
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